**FRIENDLY CRITIQUE SHEET**

Please check (✓) all that apply

1. The Speech Included:
   - [ ] Catchy introduction
   - [ ] Clear message
   - [ ] Appropriate examples to reinforce message
   - [ ] Ideas that fit together with clear transitions
   - [ ] Something of interest to me
   - [ ] Memorable conclusion that repeated the important part of the message

2. You did these BEST:  
   - [ ] Eye Contact
   - [ ] Facial Expression
   - [ ] Gestures
   - [ ] Postures/Body Movement
   - [ ] Voice Volume
   - [ ] Articulation
   - [ ] Voice Expression
   - [ ] Rate of Speaking
   - [ ] Ease of Speaking

You could IMPROVE on:
   - [ ] Eye Contact
   - [ ] Facial Expression
   - [ ] Gestures
   - [ ] Postures/Body Movement
   - [ ] Voice Volume
   - [ ] Articulation
   - [ ] Voice Expression
   - [ ] Rate of Speaking
   - [ ] Ease of Speaking

I liked your speech because ________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________